Internships in Nepal

Programs: Journalism, Photojournalism, Thesis writing, Human rights research
Medical elective, Teaching at monastery, orphanage or school

Internship Nepal is a Nongovernmental Organization (NGO) established with a view of developing the society through volunteering opportunities for Nepali and foreign people. We encourage and foster volunteerism in Nepal because volunteerism in a developing country like Nepal plays an important role in transforming the society and people. Volunteer forum Nepal has volunteer and internship facilities in different sectors.

Journalism/Photojournalism

The interns of photo journalism will get an opportunity to learn and practice journalism and photo/journalism. We provide facility of freelance photo/journalism internship and also placement in news paper and magazines. Interns can also select their own projects for the photo story and will be guided by the professional journalist of Nepal. We also provide opportunity to work as intern in leading Nepal media house but we should have prior approval from the respective media house.

Human rights research

As Nepal is in transition it has now become much a center of attention in its human rights approach. The post conflict arena here is more prone to violations of human rights and other fundamental rights of people. In situation like this human rights research and internship in Nepal can play an important role in social transformation and development. Student enrolled in college and universities will be provided assistance in strengthening the research techniques and thesis writing. Students with the journalism background will be encouraged to provide articles for our online news portal on human rights.

Thesis writing

Those foreign students who are doing graduate, masters, post graduate or PHD degree and willing to write their thesis in the issues related to Nepal it will be a unique and suitable opportunity for them. Students of sociology, anthropology, psychology, political science, or any other related subjects could apply for the program. We have professional environment with 24 hour internet service. We will arrange visit to library or other potential areas where student gather information for the thesis during their stay in Nepal.

Medical elective

Nepal is indeed a perfect choice to volunteer or have internship in medical and health care. Interns/Volunteers will have an opportunity to assist the local doctors and medical practitioners at local hospitals in Kathmandu and rural districts across Nepal. The placement will be confirmed prior to student’s arrival.

Volunteering and social work

Making a difference in a developing country like Nepal is indeed a lifetime opportunity. Opportunities are available to volunteer as an educator in Schools, orphanages and monasteries or be a social helper and work at orphanage.

Address: Bishal Nagar, Post Box:24794, Phone: 985 100 3577, Kathmandu, Nepal
Email: info@internshipnepal.com
www.internshipnepal.com